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had not been initiated, but in which his co-operation would, in time, be desired and, notwithstanding present complications, was confidently anticipated. It would have been, therefore, inconsistent with Mr. Clay's views to expose his some time friend to humiliations which, with the temptations recently presented by the President's Proclamation, might shake his fealty to the bank however strong the tenure by which it seemed to be held. Made more cautious by the lessons of a severe experience and having acquired, what is not usual, with advancing years also greater self-command, Mr. Clay suppressed, upon calculation, the impetuous retort which, at an. earlier period of his life, would have forced its way thro' all such restraints, not only suffered the insinuations and sinister surmises of his wily rival to pass unnoticed but reciprocated his compliments measure for measure. He opened his reply with a " high tribute," as the reporter has it, " to the patriotism and purity " of that gentleman and said that he felt " pained exceedingly" at being' obliged to differ from "his friend from Massachusetts," but took care, at the same time, to say "how happy he was to find himself connected with his friend from Maine" (John Holmes) " with whom he had acted in the final adjustment of the Missouri Question." Of his speech, in other respects, I have fully spoken in my concluding strictures upon nullification
Mr. Webster had thus accomplished his immediate purpose. By general observations which could, at a future day, bo made moro specific he had placed himself before the Country as the- consistent and persistent friend of a system about to be abandoned for other objects by him who had, hitherto, borne its standard—a system which, tho' an abomination in the South, from which quarter he felt that he had nothing to expect, had been and could, he thought, be again ridden as a political hobby in the West and was, in his own section, a living and powerful interest, entering into the business and personal concern of the most active and influential portions of the population, and its fortunes and the course of public men in relation to it were, therefore watched with all the alertness and shrewdness that characterize the race in that region. He had been enabled, by a good fortune the source of which it is not probable that he, at the moment, entirely comprehended, to take this position without a collision with Mr. Clay ° which he had obviously and naturally anticipated with concern, and he determined to let well alone. Although he continued his opposition to the bill, offering such explanations as he thought expedient to neutralize the assaults made by other Senators on the grounds assumed by him and finally voting against it he made no reply to Mr. Clay's elaborate and able answer to his objec-
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